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Short Bunch ProductionShort Bunch Production
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Light sources (singleLight sources (single--pass FEL), linear colliders and pass FEL), linear colliders and 
advanced  accelerator physics require high peak currentadvanced  accelerator physics require high peak current

Generate short bunch 
directly at the e- source:
- pulse DC e- source, 
- X-band rf-gun, 
- laser/plasma e- sources

Manipulate the bunch at 
a later stage during 
transport

compression

Select part of the bunch 
during the transport:
- collimator, beam spoiling, 
- Laser slicing, etc… 



Magnetic bunch compressionMagnetic bunch compression

Energy modulator: rfEnergy modulator: rf--structure, laser, wakestructure, laser, wake--fieldfield
NonNon--isochronous section isochronous section 
In practice: multiIn practice: multi--stage compressionstage compression
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Single stage compression (linear theory)Single stage compression (linear theory)

Energy time correlation:Energy time correlation:

chirp:chirp:

Bunch compressorBunch compressor

Final bunch length and energy spread (1Final bunch length and energy spread (1stst order):order):
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Single stage compression (nonlinear effects)Single stage compression (nonlinear effects)

Energy time correlation:Energy time correlation:

Bunch compressorBunch compressor

Final bunch length is minimized ifFinal bunch length is minimized if
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Higher order effects: pulse controlHigher order effects: pulse control

ee-- source produces electron bunch that does not source produces electron bunch that does not aa
fortiorifortiori satisfies                 (due  to other satisfies                 (due  to other 
consideration consideration ---- transverse transverse εε) ) 

“Banana shape” longitudinal phase space results in “Banana shape” longitudinal phase space results in 
spike on longitudinal densityspike on longitudinal density

1, <<izkσ

After accelerating section After bunch compressor

5  ps30  ps
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Type of magnetic bunch compressorsType of magnetic bunch compressors

ChicaneChicane
RR5656<0, T<0, T566566>0>0

SS--chicanechicane
RR5656<0, T<0, T566566>0>0

F0D0 arcF0D0 arc
RR5656>0, T>0, T566566>0>0

DogDog--legleg
RR5656>0, T>0, T566566>0>0
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Higher order effects: pulse controlHigher order effects: pulse control
Correction with higher harmonic Correction with higher harmonic rfrf--field provide two field provide two 
independent knobs (independent knobs (κκ and and µ µ parameters to minimize parameters to minimize 
σσzz given Rgiven R5656 and Tand T566566))

Linearizer (nf) Bunch compressorMain LINAC (f)
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linearizing sectionaccelerating section Bunch compressor

30  ps30  ps 5  ps



Higher order effects: pulse controlHigher order effects: pulse control

5  ps

5  ps
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UCLA (Neptune lab) UCLA (Neptune lab) 
Investigation (theory + experiment) Investigation (theory + experiment) 
of dog leg with quad + of dog leg with quad + sextupolessextupoles
for beam current shapingfor beam current shaping
Improve soImprove so--called transformer called transformer 
ratio in plasmaratio in plasma--wakefield wakefield 
acceleratoraccelerator
(R. J. England et al., PAC’03)

Higher order effects: ramped currentHigher order effects: ramped current



Synchrotron radiation issuesSynchrotron radiation issues
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Incoherent synchrotron radiation (ISR):Incoherent synchrotron radiation (ISR):
-- energy spread dilutionenergy spread dilution
-- bendbend--plane emittance growthplane emittance growth

ee--

Coherent synchrotronCoherent synchrotron
radiation (CSR):radiation (CSR):

-- selfself--interaction    interaction    
processprocess

5
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Coherent Synchrotron RadiationCoherent Synchrotron Radiation
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CSR emission generates energy spreadCSR emission generates energy spread
achromaticity is brokenachromaticity is broken
bendbend--plane emittance dilutionsplane emittance dilutions



MicroMicro--bunching instability in compressorsbunching instability in compressors
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Initial density modulationInitial density modulation

Impedance (geometric wakes, longitudinal Impedance (geometric wakes, longitudinal 
space charge, CSR) space charge, CSR) 

Magnetic bunch compressor couple energy Magnetic bunch compressor couple energy 
modulation into density modulation via Rmodulation into density modulation via R5656
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w

ith potential
high gain!

(Saldin et al. TESLA-2002-02, Huang/Kim PRSTAB 5:074402 (2002), 
Saldin et al TESLA 2003-02)
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MicroMicro--bunching instability in compressorsbunching instability in compressors
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(ELEGANT simulation of LCLS by M. Borland, CSR2002 workshop Zeuthen)



MicroMicro--bunching instability in compressorsbunching instability in compressors

εn=0 µm, σδ=2×10-6

εn=1 µm, σδ=2×10-6

εn=0 µm, σδ=2×10-5

εn=1 µm, σδ=2×10-6

5 GeV chicane 
CSR 2002 benchmark case
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(Z. Huang, CSR workshop 2002, Zeuthen)
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Magnetic bunch compressionMagnetic bunch compression
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Magnetic bunch compressionMagnetic bunch compression
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(M. Huening, et al FEL’2000)

Estimated peak current from 
SASE-FEL performance 

Measurement of 
longitudinal phase-
space via tomo-
graphic technique 



add 14add 14--meter chicane in meter chicane in 
linac at 1/3linac at 1/3--point (9 GeV)point (9 GeV)

11--GeV Damping RingGeV Damping Ring

σσz z ≈≈1.1 mm1.1 mm σσzz ≈≈ 40 40 µµmm σσzz ≈≈ 12 12 µµmm

σσzz ≈≈ 6 mm6 mm
SLAC LinacSLAC Linac
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30 GeV30 GeV
FFTBFFTB

Existing bends compress to 80 fsecExisting bends compress to 80 fsec

1.5 Å1.5 Å

compression by factor of compression by factor of 500500

Measured ~9 kA after BCMeasured ~9 kA after BC

1.5%1.5%

28.5 GeV28.5 GeV

80 fs 80 fs FWHMFWHM

30 kA30 kA

Short Bunch Generation in the Short Bunch Generation in the SLACSLAC Linac (SPPS)Linac (SPPS)

(P. Emma et al, PAC'01)



micromicro--bunch generation using IFELbunch generation using IFEL

Possible use of an IFEL + dedicated bunch Possible use of an IFEL + dedicated bunch 
compressor to produce compressor to produce attosecondattosecond bunchesbunches
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(A. Zholents, et al PAC’01)



Ballistic bunch compressionBallistic bunch compression
Usually used at very low energy, typically Usually used at very low energy, typically 
downstream of DCdownstream of DC--gun gun 
Can be viewed as thin lens limit of velocity Can be viewed as thin lens limit of velocity 
bunchingbunching
BuncherBuncher imparts an energy chirp large enough to imparts an energy chirp large enough to 
yield  compression in a downstream driftyield  compression in a downstream drift

Example: Example: JLabJLab FELsFELs, polarized beam in LC injectors  , polarized beam in LC injectors  

zz zzzz

δδ δδδδ
Buncher cavity 

Drift space 

256 γ
LR −=
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 Quad scan results

Ballistic bunch compressionBallistic bunch compression
(NEPTUNE, UCLA)(NEPTUNE, UCLA)
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compensation process  compensation process  

Model: ctr autocorrelation 
  
Chî 2 =  0.00043
R̂ 2 =  0.93021
  
c 0.34214 ±0.0024
A -0.32616 ±0.0125
t0 5.06834 ±0.02002
rmsz 0.39183 ±0.01868
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(P. Musimeci, et al PAC'03)



Velocity bunch compressionVelocity bunch compression
NonNon--rigid bunch: relative rigid bunch: relative 
longitudinal motions occur longitudinal motions occur 
within the bunchwithin the bunch
Proposed as 1Proposed as 1stst stage stage 
compression for several projects compression for several projects 
(SPARC, PLEIADE, …)(SPARC, PLEIADE, …)
Initial motivation was to avoid Initial motivation was to avoid 
the CSRthe CSR--related related problem(sproblem(s))
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(Serafini/Ferrario, AIP (581):87 (2001))



Velocity bunch compressionVelocity bunch compression
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Velocity bunch compressionVelocity bunch compression
(DUVFEL, BNL)(DUVFEL, BNL)

dumpdump
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Q=0.4 nC

SIMULATION

EXPERIMENT

(P. Piot, et al PRSTAB(6) 033503 (2003))



Velocity/ballistic bunch compressionVelocity/ballistic bunch compression

Modulation can be impressed by a laser  resulting in a Modulation can be impressed by a laser  resulting in a 
micromicro--bunching at laser wavelength,bunching at laser wavelength,

Need a “coupling medium”  (IFEL, INeed a “coupling medium”  (IFEL, I--ČČerenkoverenkov, etc…), etc…)
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Velocity/ballistic bunch compressionVelocity/ballistic bunch compression

11stst experiment on experiment on microbunchingmicrobunching done at ATF, BNLdone at ATF, BNL
using inverse FEL, using inverse FEL, 
Latter used inverse Latter used inverse ČČerenkoverenkov radiationradiation

P. Piot,  LINAC 2004

(Y. Liu, et al PRL 80 (20): 4418 (1998))



Concluding remarks (1)Concluding remarks (1)

Reviewed some bunch compression techniques, but Reviewed some bunch compression techniques, but 
did not discuss their full integration,did not discuss their full integration,

Bunch compression is only 2D part of a 6D story: Bunch compression is only 2D part of a 6D story: 
what matters for most applications is 6D brightness,what matters for most applications is 6D brightness,

Staged compression is generally adopted due to Staged compression is generally adopted due to 
stability, space charge degradations...stability, space charge degradations...

But many But many BCsBCs can drive microcan drive micro--bunching instabilitybunching instability

Main LINAC (f) Linearizer (nf) BC BC
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Concluding remarks (2)Concluding remarks (2)

•• In In LC’sLC’s and and LS’sLS’s (SASE(SASE--FEL) bunch compression FEL) bunch compression 
is generally multiis generally multi--staged (compromise between staged (compromise between 
energy spread, space charge, …)energy spread, space charge, …)

•• Coupling/exchange of Coupling/exchange of emittancesemittances + production of flat + production of flat 
beam maybe a way to reach brighter beam (beam maybe a way to reach brighter beam (egeg
proposedbyproposedby CornacchiaCornacchia & Emma)& Emma)
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